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Director’s Note
HIPPY Approved as Model
that Achieves Results
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Mary Lindsey, Ph.D., HIPPY State Director

HIPPY was named as one of seven home visiting
models that met the evidenced-based criteria of
the Maternal, Infant, Early Childhood Home
Visiting program. HIPPY was also one of the
two programs in Florida named as evidencebased best and promising practices by Washington’s WorkFirst design team†. The HIPPY
model meets the Department of Health and
Human Services criteria for an evidence-based
early childhood home visiting service delivery
model‡. The HIPPY curriculum is an explicit,
well-designed model that teaches children the
early literacy skills that are necessary for school
success. Research has shown that children have
a much better chance of succeeding in school if
they receive a structured, high quality preschool
education. It also suggests that home activities such as reading and story telling stimulate
children’s imagination, help them increase their
vocabulary, introduce them to components
of stories (such as character, plot, action, and
sequence) and provide them with information
on the world around them (National Education
Goals Panel, 1997).
The main focus of this edition is to support
the premise that HIPPY prepares children for

school success. Therefore, we will examine
the impact HIPPY
has had on children’s
academic performance in Florida
from kindergarten
through the fifth
grade. These results
are from the Florida
HIPPY Longitudinal Study that began in 2005
and will continue through 2015. Parent involvement is an important component of the HIPPY
model. We are currently conducting the HIPPY
Parent and Family Involvement in Educational
Activities Study that examines the frequency
of parent involvement with their children in
home and community educational activities.
These data will be compared to data from the
2007 National Household Education survey to
determine if HIPPY parents are more involved
in home literacy and community educational
activities than parents in the comparison group.
† (http://www.workfirst.wa.gov/reexam/reexamdocs/Introduction.
pdf)
‡ (http://homvee.acf.hhs.gov/document.aspx?sid=13&rid=1&mid=)
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HIPPY Children Score High on Statewide Standardized
Marsha Black, Ph.D. and Robert Lucio, Ph.D., University of South Florida HIPPY Researchers

The Florida HIPPY Longitudinal Study tracks the academic
performance of HIPPY children from kindergarten through the
sixth grade and compares these results with those of other children who are also on free or reduced lunch as well as all other
children in Florida. As of June 1, 2011, current enrollment in
this study is 1,644 children representing 10 cohorts of children.
Cohort size varies because placement in a specific cohort is
determined by the year the child enters kindergarten. When
the study began in 2005, programs were asked to go back
three years to recruit and enroll parents who were not currently
enrolled in HIPPY and had moved from the area. Therefore, the
Kindergarten: DIBELS Initial Sound Fluency
Test—2006, 2007, and 2008

HIPPY children are proficient in sound recognition
skills. HIPPY children scored higher on the DIBELS
Initial Sound Fluency Test than kindergarten children in
Florida who were on free/reduced lunch.
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The graphs below represent scores on two of the Florida required
standardized tests for kindergarten. These are followed by graphs
of the FCAT achievement scores for the third, fourth and fifth
Kindergarten:
DIBELS Letter Naming Fluency Test—2006,
2007, and 2008

HIPPY children are proficient in alphabetic recognition
skills. HIPPY children scored higher on the DIBELS
Letter Naming Fluency Test than kindergarten children
in Florida who were on free/reduced lunch.
Percent of Children Who Scored
at Grade Level and Above

Florida HIPPY
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sample size of these early cohorts is small compared to the size
of the comparison samples shown in the graphs on these pages.
Cohort numbers have increased each year since programs are
now enrolling parents they are currently serving. For example,
Cohort #7 (entered kindergarten in September 2010) has 441
children. Cohort size will continue to increase because beginning in September 2011, all children in the HIPPY program will
be recruited and enrolled in the study.
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grade mathematics tests. Also shown is the FCAT science achievement scores for the fifth grade. Although the HIPPY samples are
small for these first cohorts, the trend of the data demonstrates
that the three-year HIPPY curriculum teaches children the preliteracy skills they need to do well in kindergarten and beyond.
We will report results on FCAT reading and writing achievement
scores in the 2011 fall newsletter.

Fifth Grade: FCAT Math
Achievement—2009

Third Grade: FCAT Math
Achievement—2007, and 2008
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HIPPY children’s
performance on the
fifth grade FCAT
science exceeded that
of fifth grade children
in Florida who were
on free/reduced lunch
and almost as well as
all the fifth grade children in Florida.
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Fifth Grade: FCAT Science
Achievement—2009
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Fourth Grade: FCAT Math
Achievement—2009

HIPPY children’s
performance on the
fourth grade FCAT
math was higher than
fourth grade children
in Florida who were on
free/reduced lunch and
of all the fourth grade
children in Florida.
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HIPPY children are
performing above grade
level on the FCAT
Math test. A larger
percentage of HIPPY
children have reached
grade level three or
higher on FCAT math
than third grade children in Florida who
were on free/reduced
lunch.

Percent of Children Who
Scored at Level 31 and Above
Percent

HIPPY children’s
performance on the
fifth grade FCAT
math was approximately the same of
fifth grade children in
Florida who were on
free/reduced lunch and
of all the fifth grade
children in Florida.
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* All Florida HIPPY children in this data set are on free/
reduced lunch.
1

Achievement level 3: The student has partial success with
the challenging content of the Sunshine State Standards, but
performance is inconsistent. A student scoring on Level 3
answers many of the test questions correctly.
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HIPPY Mission Statement
HIPPY programs empower parents as primary educators of their children
in the home and foster parent involvement in school and community life
to maximize the chances of successful early school experiences.

Success Stories at CFS Pleasant City HIPPY
Written by: Shilondra Sheppard, HIPPY Coordinator

The Center for Family Services Pleasant City
HIPPY site has something to brag about!
As a part of our professional development,
I challenged each person to commit to a
personal goal and then find someone among
the HIPPY staff to hold them accountable
for obtaining their goal. It was unanimous;
all revealed their personal goal and were
then connected to someone who would
indeed hold them accountable. After almost
one and a half years, these are the results:
Bertha Quesada graduates in August 2011
with a Masters in Psychology. Her goal was
to go back to school to become a Therapist.
Her accountable BUDDY: Shilondra.
Melani Sanders graduated in December
2010 with an Associate in Arts degree.
Her goal is to continue her Associate
Degree and begin working toward
her Bachelor’s degree. She is currently
enrolled in FAU for Risk Management.
Her goal is to open her own insurance
agency. Her accountable BUDDY: LaNita.
Grether Morales is attending FAU and
was studying Criminal Justice. Her goal,

now after being bit by
the HIPPY Bug, has
changed to Elementary
Education, for which
she has maintained a 3.8
GPA. Her accountable
BUDDY: Naomi.
LaToya Pegram graduates June 2012 pursuing
a Master’s degree from
the University of Phoenix
in Marriage and Family
Therapy. Her goal is
to become a therapist
specializing in Play
Therapy. Her accountable BUDDY: Grether.
Naomi Jean Louis graduated May 2010
with a Bachelor of Science in Organizational Management. Her goal now is to
teach French, of course, being bit by the
HIPPY BUG. Her accountable BUDDY:
Shilondra.
LaNita Nelson has 13 years of service
with Pleasant City HIPPY. Her wisdom,
foresight and knowledge alone are assets

to our program and community. She is
a leader in the community and in our
program. She is not only an advocate
for the families she serves but a strong
vocal advocate for HIPPY home visitors
throughout Palm Beach County. Her
goal has always been to empower home
visitors to take a visible stock in HIPPY,
in a fun and innovative way. Her accountable BUDDY: Pleasant City HIPPY Home
Visitors and Coordinator.

How Can I Help? Make a Donation Today!
Checks payable to: USF Foundation (Memo Line: Acct # 530004 HIPPY Services Fund)
Please send all donations to: Florida HIPPY Foundation Account, 13301 Bruce B. Downs Blvd., MHC 2113A, Tampa, FL 33612
The USF Foundation is a not-for-profit 501(c)3 organization.

Supported by funds from Florida’s Office of Early Learning, Agency for Workforce Innovation, in collaboration with the University of South Florida.
Events, activities, programs, and facilities of the University of South Florida are available to all without regard to race, color, marital status, sex, religion,
national origin, disability, age, Vietnam or disabled veteran status as provided by law and in accordance with the University’s respect for personal dignity.

